Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University  
Sector-16C, Dwarka New Delhi-110078  

[O/o the Director-Development]  

Dated the 6th January, 2020

Attention for All Faculty Members of GGSIPU

Sub: Workshop on IPR and Patent Filing rescheduled on 13.01.2020 at 10.30 A.M. in C-Block, Seminar Hall, GGSIP University

This has reference to our earlier Notice No.1598/DD/IPU dated 02.01.2020 regarding Workshop on IPR and Patent Filing which is rescheduled on 13th January, 2020 at 10.30 A.M. to 1.00 P.M. in C-Block, Seminar Hall, GGSIP University.

All the faculty members of the University School of Studies including Deans and Directors are requested to attend the workshop to get familiarized with the basics of IPR, Copyrights and Patent Filing Process.

The workshop would be conducted by IPR Patent office, Govt. of India, Dwarka, New Delhi and will cover:
- Importance and scope of IPR in Academic Researches
- Types of innovations patentable & how to test your patentability of your innovations
- Procedure of patent writing

Kindly confirm your participation for attending the programme at mail directordevelopment.ipu@gmail.com.

(Prom. A.K. Saini)
Director-Development

Copy to:
1. All Deans, University School of Studies – For circulation to all faculty members
2. All Directors – Students Welfare, Academic Affairs, CDMS, CEPS, International Affairs, IUIC, Coordination, Legal Aid Centre.
3. All School Coordinators, IIQAC – USBT, USEM, USCT, USBAS, USE, USHSS, USLLS, USMS, USICT, USAP and USMC.
4. All Members of NAAC Committee
5. AR to Hon’ble Vice Chancellor – For kind information to Vice Chancellor.
6. AR to Registrar – For kind information to Registrar
7. Head, UITS – For uploading on the University website
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